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Redrow Homes 
 

Dear Sirs, 
 
We are very disturbed to see this succession of further ‘reserved matters’ applications.   
 
It is a full year since the Reserved Matters application for the 180 dwellings was approved, 
and building work is already at an advanced stage.   In our view the Planning Authority 
should not be even considering such far-reaching changes so late in the process. 
   
Below are our detailed comments: 
 

1. Contrary to the way in which the nature and impact of these applications appear to 
been downplayed, it is clear that they would significantly affect the views into the 
site, especially - and critically - from the Basingstoke Road.   We note that along the 
Southern edge of the site, overlooking the river parkland, the plans increase the 
density markedly – from 18 dwellings to 37, including a central terrace of 11 houses.  
This must not be allowed.  The original Master Plan showed a very informal 
arrangement along the southern boundary, specifically intended  to avoid the kind of 
effect this latest revision would  create – the continuous, austere row of bland 
frontages that we are now presented with.  
 
At every stage, Redrow have sought to depart further and further from the original 
Design Code for the site, dismissing the landscape impacts and the site’s critically 
important gateway location.  Every layout has been worse than what preceded it. 
 

2. The views into the site would be exacerbated still further by the additional parking 
proposed along the Southern frontage. 
   

3. We also object to the removal of six bungalows.  It is our understanding that these 
were intended as Lifetime Homes, and should remain as part of the scheme. 

 
Cont.. 

 



In summary, if technical difficulties such as excavation, or increasing the commercial benefit 
of this scheme, are the reasons for these proposed changes, as is suggested, then the 
developers only have themselves to blame for not addressing these issues sooner.  If the 
original Reserved Matters approval – not to mention the lengthy debates and iterations that 
surrounded it – is to have any credibility at all, it should remain the basis on which this 
development proceeds. 
 
For the above reasons we object strongly to all three of these applications.   
 
Finally, two specific requests: 
 

a) It is unfortunate that no ‘street-scene’ of the southern perimeter has been made 
available, comparing the approved plans with these proposed amendments.  We 
would ask this is made available to the public as a matter of urgency. 

b) We would also ask that these applications are brought to the Planning Committee 
for consideration.  They are far too important to be decided under delegate powers. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Rod Eckles 
Chairman, Built Environment Group 
 

 

 
 

 
 


